VIBRA SCREW INC.
ENGINEERING DATA SHEET
BULK BAG UNLOADER – LINER TENSIONER

AIR ACTUATED BAG LINER TENSIONER
I-BEAM (HOIST SUPPORT)

BAG LIFT ADAPTER, WITH MOUNT FOR TENSIONER

MAX. LOAD XXXX LBS.

NYLON FLEXIBLE AIR HOSE BY V.S. (UNIT REQUIRE 80PSI AIR (100 PSI, MAX), MANUAL AIR VALVE, AND FILTER/REGULAR) BY CUSTOMER

SEE ILLUSTRATION "A"

TYPICAL BULK BAG, WITH LOOP SUPPORTS

WIRE ROPE
LINER
HOOK

ILLUSTRATION "A"
(WIRE ROPE HOOK-UP TO BAG LINER)

NOTE:
LINER TENSIONER MECHANISM IS AVAILABLE IN PNEUMATIC (SHOWN), AND SPRING ACTUATED.